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Abstract
Despite the development and widespread diffusion of modern nosographic systems, the diagnosis of schizophrenia continues to raise several epistemological issues. To address these issues, a number of researchers are currently pursuing the possibility of an integration between reliable, objective approaches and the intersubjective perspective in the clinical encounter. In the present article, we discuss Rümke’s popular concept of praecox feeling, as introduced in 1941 and re-elaborated over the following 20 years. Our aim was to thoroughly analyze the author’s original formulation and to identify the connections between his thinking and certain psychopathological developments, epistemological issues, and research perspectives on schizophrenia. The praecox feeling is presented by Rümke as a sensitive diagnostic tool for schizophrenia that is rooted in the peculiar subjective experience of the clinician when encountering a schizophrenic patient. This experience seems to be characterized by two essential dimensions: a subjective one, which reflects the failure of a clinician’s empathic effort due to a fundamental alteration of the intersubjective space, a phenomenon related to schizophrenic autism, and a gestaltic, objective one, which is grounded in the clinician’s implicit typifying process as a consequence of collecting recurrent clinical observations over the course of his/her professional experience. According to Rümke, the diagnostic use of the praecox feeling should be limited to the acute phases of the schizophrenic process, as the clinician’s experience of an intersubjective struggle is attenuated in interactions with older, chronic patients. The multifaceted nature of Rümke’s proposal seems to have contributed to some theoretical critiques and to inconclusive results from empirical investigations, leading to a progressive devaluation of the scientific and diagnostic validity of praecox feeling. The present analysis of the original concept suggests that a renewed research interest in the role of the clinician’s subjective experience with regard to the schizophrenic patient could be helpful.

Introduction
In 1941, the Dutch psychiatrist and psychoanalyst Henricus Cornelius Rümke published an article entitled “Das Kernsymptom der Schizophrenie und das ‘Praecox-Gefühl’” (The nuclear symptom of schizophrenia and the praecox feeling) [1, 2]. In the article, he summarized the difficulties posed at the time by the process of diagnosing schizophrenia, and proposed his own diagnostic tech-
nique, which focused on what he called the praecox feeling. The article, just 6 pages long, met the interest of the scientific community, stimulating an intense debate that involved many pivotal psychopathological issues regarding schizophrenia and, more generally, the role of subjective elements in clinical evaluation. Over time, this debate gradually faded, especially in light of the spread of the operational perspective for diagnosis, firmly established by the publication of the consecutive versions of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM) [3–6].

Only recently, in response to growing interest in identifying and treating early-stage schizophrenia [7, 8] and dissatisfaction with the validity of the diagnostic entities defined by criteriological systems [9–11], researchers’ attention has shifted back to a diagnostic process that includes subjective elements, particularly in the diagnosis of schizophrenia. This has occurred especially thanks to the reconsideration of proposals developed by the classical, phenomenologically inspired psychopathologists [12–16]. Consideration of the possibility of integrating different approaches to diagnosis has in fact led some authors to propose a model in which the descriptive and criteriological approach (third-person approach), which provides objectivity and reliability, would coexist with a method of psychopathological investigation aimed at grasping the patient’s subjectivity without mediation (first-person approach) or analysis through hermeneutical processes (second-person approach) [17, 18].

Within this new phase of debate, Rümke’s hypothesis of the praecox feeling as a possible useful instrument for diagnostic orientation seems to have regained a position as a worthy object of reflection and research [19–21].

The purpose of the present work is to investigate the potential of this instrument, starting from a detailed reading of the first conceptual articulation by Rümke, and moving through the examination of the critical debate that followed, towards the most recent empirical developments and operational perspectives. In particular, we will consider both the original 1941 article, in its English translation, and further elaborations of the concept, some of which are still not translated from German and are presented in the collection Eine blühende Psychiatrie in Gefahr (A flourishing psychiatry in danger) [22]. The reconstruction of the author’s assertions will serve as a guideline to deal with an issue that appears very complex, as it implies the discussion of central aspects of the conceptualization of schizophrenia. Such a reconstruction will also support our effort to clarify some possible interpretative distortions of Rümke’s original thinking that may have contributed to the misreading of the concept of “diagnosis through praecox feeling” and to its consequent progressive disuse. In fact, our ultimate aim is to show that an in-depth reading of the concept might prompt a scientific investigation of the intersubjective aspects inherent in the diagnosis of schizophrenia.

The Praecox Feeling According to Rümke

Early Impression or “Schizophrenia Feeling”?

“It is remarkable that it is rare for a diagnostician to be able to indicate exactly how he arrives at a diagnosis of schizophrenia” (p. 335) [2]. With these words, Rümke summarizes the introductory part of his article, in which he exposes the uncertainties related to the diagnosis of schizophrenia, taking into account also the weight assigned to specific psychopathological signs by the different theoretical schools. Then, he introduces the concept of praecox feeling: “The conclusion will often be that the proponent has sensed a specific schizophrenia or praecox feeling during the interview of this patient – he has noticed that this patient’s mental state has a specific schizophrenic colour” (p. 335, our italics). Wondering about what that praecox feeling is, he states: “I feel that this term is preferable to ‘schizophrenic colouration,’ as it implies that a feeling, induced in the clinician, is the final and most important guideline” (p. 336, our italics).

Thus, right from the start, the praecox feeling is introduced by Rümke as an essential guideline for the diagnosis of schizophrenia. The author, in fact, seems to call the reader’s attention to a particular clinical phenomenon that deserves a thoughtful and rigorous definition: a feeling induced in the clinician during the interview with a schizophrenic patient, a feeling that can be defined as a “schizophrenia or praecox feeling.” The terms are indeed not arbitrarily chosen.

It seems clear, also in light of the views expressed elsewhere [22], that Rümke uses the term “praecox” following the concept of “dementia praecox,” introduced in German psychiatry by Kraepelin [23]. This concept is in fact well known and thoroughly supported by Rümke, who describes it as the only “true schizophrenia,” the unique and well-identifiable morbid process that should not be confused with the less defined psychotic conditions included in Bleuler’s looser term of “schizophrenia” [24]. In other words, Rümke posits, through his terminological choice, that the praecox feeling is a delimited concept, which, describing a precise perceptual phenomenon, should be intended as a sensitive diagnostic guide.
capable of discriminating between the “true schizophrenic” and any other patient.

This terminological choice, which was probably well understood in Rümke’s time, when the debate between Kraepelin and Bleuler was still ongoing, seems to represent the first nucleus of a possible ambiguity of the author’s concept. The use of the word “praecox,” in fact, seems to be particularly suitable for a semantic slippage towards the literal meaning of “precocious,” i.e. early emerging in the context of the clinical encounter. Meaningfully, in a recent paper on the core of schizophrenia [15], Joseph Parnas affirms that “the concept of praecox feeling gradually lost its theoretical and phenomenological baggage, and became trivialized into a notion of ‘instant’ or ‘first 3 minutes’ diagnosis.” Indeed, a tangible demonstration of such slippage is provided by the confusion, frequently observed in clinical practice, between the concept of praecox feeling and that of “diagnosis at a glance,” in which the temporal dimension is stressed. The same empirical literature on the topic, which will be examined in detail below, reveals this semantic looseness, particularly in the studies designed to explore the value of praecox feeling in the diagnostic process [25, 26], in which the examination of its emergence was carried out within the first minutes of the clinical interaction. Also, in one of the most cited epidemiological surveys on the use of praecox feeling in psychiatrists’ practice, the authors describe it as a tool for the diagnosis of schizophrenia “within the first several minutes of meeting a patient” [27].

How could Rümke’s words have contributed to these interpretations, which shift the emphasis from “praecox” as a reference to the true (kraepelinian) schizophrenia to “praecox” as an index of the immediacy of the diagnostic “feeling”? In actuality, within the 1941 article, there are two passages in which the author makes an explicit reference to the temporal dimension. First, when he states that “even after a brief mental state examination it becomes clear to the psychiatrist that his empathy is lacking” [2] (p. 336); second, when, more decisively, he affirms that “often the praecox feeling is felt even before one has spoken to the patient” (p. 337). In both cases, Rümke seems to explicitly single out the role of the very early stages of the interview. It seems arguable, however, that in both statements, he intends to draw attention to what appears to be an outstanding, not habitual, characteristic of the phenomenon. In the first case, there is the possibility that even after a short time the clinician could perceive a meaningful rupture in the building of the intersubjective space (see below); in the latter, there is the possibility that the clinician’s gestaltic perception of the patient’s peculiar embodied presence could even emerge at first sight. The precocity of the clinician’s feeling seems then to represent only a potential characteristic of the main intuitive-cognitive process, and not its founding attribute.

Another confounder may be Rümke’s reference to the ideal conditions for the emergence of the praecox feeling, i.e., during the first interview, when the lack of acquaintance with the patient allows a more “disinterested and neutral” attitude on the part of the clinician [2]. In this case, the author subtly introduces the idea of what Blankenburg [28] calls the “empirical amputation,” i.e., the situation in which the intersubjective space is not yet saturated by a long-established relationship, which can facilitate a “praecox experience.” It seems clear, however, that in this case the temporal factor is intended only as an element related to setting.

Rümke’s choice of the term “feeling” (Gefühl in German) seems not to have been intended as implying less accuracy or less weight. In fact, in an effort towards intellectual honesty, Rümke attempts to make explicit his peculiar way of diagnosing schizophrenia through the praecox feeling, providing as clear a description as possible of what is undoubtedly a complex intuitive-cognitive process.

Before Rümke, Binswanger [29] had used, in 1924, the term “feeling” in relation to the intuitive diagnosis of schizophrenia, in a sense that the following passage makes clear:

Another thing: if we diagnose a case of schizophrenia “by feeling,” “feeling” is here (...) a vague and generic expression for Erlebnis of acts, and in this case of very specific acts of perception of others not yet, or not yet adequately, investigated. In this situation we do not actually diagnose according to the feeling, but with the feeling; that is, by means of a perceptual modality that has nothing in common with the term “feeling,” in the sense of sensitive or emotional feelings, apart from the name. (...) We primarily perceive a man as schizophrenic as a whole and only at a later time do we bring our attention to single schizophrenic traits. (...) What we call lack of relationship can sometimes be the only perception that I have of an unknown person, but nonetheless it can “surprise” me enough to make me wince deep inside when the door opens and he/she enters. Naturally, I must be able to distinguish such a wince and its motives from the attraction or the aversion that I can experience only for reasons of sympathy or antipathy, but it is precisely for that reason that I am a psychiatrist. (...) One can train to sense the other, to notice his/her own perception and to evaluate it in view of further judgments and conclusions proceeding with the same precision and level of criticality as with the body perception. (p. 319, our translation from the Italian version)

The “feeling,” in other words, has nothing to do with the emotional domain nor does it pertain to affective engagement with the patient; it pertains to the domain of...
perception and intuition, and it deserves to be investigated as a specific clinical datum. Rümke indeed attempts to disclose its nature, arguing that “the phenomenon is most clearly interwoven with the affective disturbances, the anomalies of thought, and with the psychomotor symptoms. This undefinable attribute that surrounds all the observed symptoms induces the praecox feeling” [2] (p. 336). What, exactly, does he mean by “affective disturbances”? The author himself clarifies this point a few lines later, positing that the clinician’s perception concerns a lack of empathic capability, which, however, implies not only “the patient’s affect” but “his personality as a whole.” The clinician, in other words, acutely feels that “something” in the patient is lacking, and, “as interpersonal relations are not one-sided (…) notices something out of order within himself; he cannot find the patient” (p. 336, our italics).

Here Rümke introduces one of the core aspects of his reflection, going beyondBinswanger’s description and suggesting that the clinician’s praecox feeling can be connected with a specific disruption in the intersubjective field tentatively established with the patient. In his view, it is indeed the schizophrenic’s peculiar way of interacting with the Other – the so-called “lack of intercourse” (p. 336) – that reverberates in the clinician’s internal sense of isolation and discomfort.

The diagnostic power of the praecox feeling, therefore, lies in a specific perspective on the clinical interaction; that the clinical interaction is a subjective one. From this perspective, the patient is no longer considered as the object of an external observation aimed at collecting symptoms and signs, but as a subject who significantly contributes to the creation of the intersubjective experiential field within which the clinical encounter takes place. It is only in light of this perspective, in fact, that the same clinician’s subjectivity, being an element of that field, can be viewed as a potential observational window on the patient’s mental functioning.

This is presumably the reason why in the 1958 article entitled “Die klinische Differenzierung innerhalb der Gruppe der Schizophrenien (Clinical differentiation within the group of schizophrenias)” [22], Rümke partially amends his first definition, affirming that he lets himself “be guided by the presence of the praecox feeling (Praecoxgefühl) – maybe better expressed as ‘praecox experience’ (Praecoxerlebnis) – because it is not a real feeling. Only a very experienced clinician can use this compass” (p. 205, our translation). The term “experience” (Erlebnis) seems in fact to better grasp the complexity of the interactive situation, as the term “feeling” may possibly be misinterpreted.

Since the patient’s pathological lack of “rapprochement-drive” is regarded as the first determinant, through a sort of resonance mechanism, of the clinician’s praecox feeling, it becomes clear that Rümke considers such an element as a fundamental phenomenon of schizophrenia. In this case, Rümke’s position is mostly in line with Bleuler and his successors, who identify autism as the core aspect of schizophrenia [24]. In particular, Bleuler uses this term to denote a very specific form of detachment from reality, typical of schizophrenia: “The most severe schizophrenics, who have no more contact with the outside world, live in a world of their own (…) This detachment from reality, together with the relative and absolute predominance of the inner life, we term autism” [24] (p. 63). The re-elaboration of this concept by Minkowski [30] makes even more evident its connection with Rümke’s thinking. Minkowski, in fact, prefers the definition of “loss of vital contact with reality” to that of “autism,” claiming that the generating disorder (trouble générant) of schizophrenia is not simply a withdrawal into solitude or a pathological inclination to inner life, but rather a disruption in the basic human ability to prereflectively attune with the external world. Indeed, the “vital contact” represents the ability to experience a syntony with the world, i.e. to empathize and get involved with the Other and to act as a result of a prereflective immersion in the intersubjective world. Therefore, the autistic quality of the schizophrenic’s experience affects even the patient’s most common relational behavior, and this seems to be the reason why, as Rümke claims, the clinician can feel the patient’s schizophrenic even in the absence of evident disturbances.

In recent times, the intersubjective dimension and its relation to psychiatric pathology have been deeply examined, especially by psychopathologists who dialogue with the disciplines of phenomenology and philosophy of mind. The concept of schizophrenic autism, in particular, has been reinterpreted as a basal pathological phenomenon which involves all the structures of human subjectivity: subjectivity in relation to oneself (self-awareness), to the world (intentionality) and to the other (intersubjectivity) [31]. The sophisticated research under way on the intersubjectivity domain, in particular, offers a renewed framework for Rümke’s intuition, as it strengthens the view that the praecox feeling sensitively grasps a crucial aspect of schizophrenia. This aspect may at times be the only detectable sign – like a litmus test – of subtle disturbances of the patient’s intersubjectivity experience.
The Problem of the Two Poles

Together with the “affective disturbances,” as we have reported, Rümke speculates in the 1941 manuscript that the nature of praecox feeling could be related to two other phenomena: anomalies of thought and psychomotor symptoms. He then describes all the somatic and behavioral aspects that contribute to the peculiar presence of the schizophrenic patient, taking into account particularly the rigid modalities of posture, facial expression, and motor behavior, as well as the flatness of language and prosody. Rümke suggests that these characteristics give to the patient an expressive quid which presumably plays a significant part in the clinician’s global impression: “It is intuitively felt that all these are disturbed, i.e. changed with respect to the norm” [2] (p. 337, our italics).

We want to draw attention to the word “intuitively” as it is, in our opinion, fraught with meaning. Speaking about the empathic interaction, in fact, Rümke had until this point implicitly placed his reflection within a subjective/intersubjective perspective, as we have posited above. In contrast, however, at this point the author makes a clear reference to an intuitive process which allows the clinician to immediately identify a peculiar embodied expression of the patient. This process implies a different experiential level, since the clinician is viewed as an external subject who observes, and quickly grasps, the patient’s gestalt. Indeed, Rümke seems to unwittingly shift his epistemological point of view on the praecox feeling.

Essentially, the intuitive process implied by the author is the one accurately described by Schwartz and Wiggins [32]. That is, the clinician’s act of rapidly typifying the clinical picture through an implicit comparison between the gestalt of the actual patient and the gestalt of all the schizophrenic patients examined throughout the course of his/her career. It is a well-known modality of diagnosis, which the current researchers would call “diagnosing by prototypes” [33]. From this perspective, as we have mentioned, the clinician-patient relationship relies on the objectifying model of “observer-observed,” where the empathic capacities of the clinician are not primarily involved.

This different epistemological level of the praecox feeling implies some characteristics of the process to which Rümke refers in his writings. The first is the above-mentioned issue of the possible early emergence of the feeling during the interview. As gestaltic recognition is a very quick process, not needing any reflective elaboration, it is likely that this component facilitates the rapidity of the clinical judgment. The second is the explicit reference of the author to the use of praecox feeling only by “very experienced clinicians” [22]. It seems clear that a perception which is mostly based on the amount of clinical experience is better used by clinicians who have encountered a great number of patients [32]. On the contrary, the clinician’s sensitivity to the autistic nucleus of the schizophrenic patient seems to primarily rely on his/her human empathic capacities, which do not definitively arise from the clinical experience. Rather, it could be arguable that an experienced clinician, trained in being tuned in to his/her feelings during the clinical encounter, is able to rapidly integrate this subjective phenomenon with the other impressions about the patient.

Thus, the praecox feeling implies in a single concept, denoted by a single term, at least two different gnoseological poles: a “subjective” one and an “objective” one. In our opinion, this distinction, even if somehow factitious, is critical to the process of understanding the criticisms of the praecox feeling as a diagnostic tool and its poor appeal among scientific researchers.

From a phenomenological point of view, some authors, while recognizing Rümke’s original intuition and his contribution to fostering the value of the intersubjective experience, have highlighted the risk of an epistemological leap; that is, the shift of the praecox experience to a new criteriological symptom to be brought into an objective framework for differential diagnosis [34, 35]. It seems to us that this worry could be partially related to an unwitting merging of the two experiential poles so that the subjective pole can be improperly absorbed by the objective one. On the other hand, from a scientific-objective point of view, some authors have criticized Rümke’s apparent excessive confidence in the clinician’s subjectivity as a reliable datum. Hempel [36], in particular, questions the merit of Rümke’s formulation as a scientific idea, as the praecox feeling could be strongly affected by the clinician’s personal characteristics, rendering it unreliable as a reflection of the patient’s personality. Again, this observation seems to raise the question of the articulation of a proper dialectic between the two poles of the praecox feeling.

It should be noted, however, that Rümke himself was not wholly unaware of this issue, as we can discern from the last part of his 1941 manuscript [2]:

If one has rich and highly developed empathic capacities at one’s disposal, it may sometimes be possible to establish a mutual contact with understanding of the patient’s verbal and psychomotor expressions. One may feel that the possibilities of contact have remained within normal limits although in fact they have deteriorated to a subnormal level. If the doctor does not distinguish carefully enough his own reactions, confusion may arise between, on the one hand, the relation which in fact exists and, on the other, his own attempts to establish rapport; a pseudo-rapport may be mistaken for a real one. Faulty diagnoses will be made in both cases.
A praecox feeling will arise inappropriately if the doctor himself is inhibited in his rapprochement. This, however, is not the genuine praecox feeling but the usual feeling of unease which inevitably arises when one is confronted with people one does not understand. One’s own feelings of sympathy not uncommonly cause an unjustified rejection of the diagnosis of schizophrenia. (p. 341)

Therefore, we can conclude that separate consideration of the two aspects of the praecox feeling may allow us to better address the questions raised by its multifaceted nature and to keep an open attitude in evaluating its clinical and experimental applications. Indeed, with regard to objectivity, in the absence of an adequate comparison with a critical test of the intuitive hypothesis, we must bear in mind that the praecox feeling, like the “expert eye” in medicine, should be regarded as an impressionistic, rather than a scientific, tool. In contrast, from the perspective of the subjective dimension, it is arguable that a tool like praecox feeling can grasp deeper aspects of the illness that elude objective examination, because of the involvement of a human prereflective sensitivity that is not dependent on a cognitive process of collecting experiences. This is why the praecox feeling should be studied and clinically tested using only appropriate methods that respect its double nature and are capable of assessing subjective elements, as currently occurs for the examination of subjective phenomena pertaining to the patient [37, 38].

**A Stable or State-Dependent Feeling?**

A number of years after the publication of his first paper, Rümke partially reconsiders his propositions in light of his long-term experience with schizophrenic patients. He considers an issue not addressed before; that is, the dynamics of the clinician’s praecox feeling over the course of the patient’s disease. In fact, in his paper “Über alte Schizophrenen (On the old schizophrenic patient),” published in 1963 [22], Rümke makes a surprising assertion, claiming that the praecox feeling is a reversible and state-dependent experience. At first he states: “As I have considered the ‘praecox feeling’ [Praecoxgefühl] or the ‘schizophrenia feeling’ [Schizophreniegefühl], or even better, the ‘schizophrenia experience’ [Schizophrenie-Erleben], as of great importance for the diagnosis of schizophrenia, I have described it several times. It turned out to be completely unexpected that in the encounter with these old schizophrenic patients, this feeling did not emerge in me” (p. 220, our translation). Then he turns back to the description of the core aspects of the praecox feeling, in an effort to find a connection between its nature and the characteristics of the chronic pharmacologically treated schizophrenic patient. Rümke identifies again the nucleus of the clinician’s experience in the sense of “inner insecurity” (innerlicher Unsicherheit) induced by the lack of what usually imbues human interactions; that is, the implicit construction of a sort of “reciprocity” (Reziprozität). However, in chronic patients, Rümke seems to no longer perceive this lack:

The above-mentioned insecurity does not arise, because a certain reciprocity has been built with the patient. While the doctor may feel something alien with the patient, this alienation faces him/her in another way; a way I wish to call: almost pleasant. Empathy [Einfühlung] fails here too; but in this now quiet personality there is still a lot to empathize with. (...) This has become possible because the distance between the patient’s ego and his/her delusional world [Wahnwelt] is much greater than at the onset of schizophrenia. (p. 221, our translation)

But do these affirmations question what Rümke established before, with regard to the diagnostic power of the praecox feeling? Hypothesizing that “it is possible that [the praecox feeling], in the face of the patient, develops only as long as the ‘process’ is still ongoing” (p. 221, our translation), the author claims the need, in these cases, of taking into particular account “all the anamnestic data” to make a precise diagnosis. His thinking, therefore, seems to be that the absence of the praecox feeling does not imply a change in the diagnosis of the schizophrenic patient, but is a consequence of the attenuation of the intersubjective disruption, which might be more marked in the early or acute stages of the disease. Indeed, schizophrenics whose personalities have developed, downstream of the schizophrenic process, a relational disposition grounded in a stable, though deficient, self, seem to induce in the clinician less of a perception of a strained human encounter. In other words, it is arguable that the greater coherence of the patient’s lived experience allows the clinician to recognize himself/herself in a possibly shared, and no longer totally alien, experiential structure. Indeed, some authors have recently dealt with this topic, emphasizing the possibility that schizophrenic patients can, along the course of the illness, improve their relationship to reality by means of specific self-healing psychopathological constructs [39]. Also, this better relationship to reality, which presumably affects the clinical interaction, may contribute to an attenuation of the empathic rupture which induces the praecox feeling.

In light of the above discussion, it is evident that these considerations have a number of implications. The first is a theoretical implication. As Rümke stresses the concept of a rediscovered empathic possibility, it can be reasonably hypothesized that over the years he has implicitly
moved the center of gravity of the *praecox feeling* towards what we have called the intersubjective pole. The gestaltic elements inherent in the schizophrenic embodied presence, in fact, presumably do not substantially change along with the different phases of the disease. An expert clinician, in other words, should be able to grasp the typical signs of schizophrenia even in the stabilized phases.

The second implication is a clinical one. Rümke, and every clinician after him, must deal with the issue of *praecox feeling* sensitivity. He explicitly warns clinicians about the risk of false negatives, recommending cautious use and careful consideration when using this tool: “While there is no doubt that a patient is schizophrenic when the examiner feels the praecox experience [*Praecox-Erlebnis*], the opposite cannot be claimed. I cannot be sure that the patient is not affected by schizophrenia, when this experience is not elicited” (p. 213, our translation). The former is also an implication for research, as a detailed study of the *praecox feeling* in everyday clinical practice should not neglect the issue of the relationship between the emergence of the *praecox feeling* and the schizophrenic patient’s present condition.

**The *Praecox Feeling* in Empirical Research: History and Perspectives**

Only a few experimental studies have addressed the issues raised by Rümke’s original formulations and by their subsequent criticism. These studies have shared an attempt to provide scientific integrity to the concept of *praecox feeling* and to corroborate the widespread observation of this phenomenon among clinicians, who in everyday practice are faced with a number of impressions about schizophrenic patients. These impressions, even when not fully recognized, could affect their diagnostic reasoning. Some epidemiological surveys, the most recent of which is still in a preliminary phase [27, 40, 41], have in fact shown that a not negligible number of clinicians draw on elements inherent in the intersubjective space, it seems fundamental that the clinicians participating in a study on it have a personal interaction with the patients. Otherwise, only the gestaltic pole will be explored. Secondly, the same subjective experiential dimension of the *praecox feeling* implies, as the phenomenologists have claimed, that it should not be intended as a “symptom,” and then examined according to a presence/absence criterion. Rather, the multifaceted nature of the clinician’s experience should be considered through an accurate evaluation of its emotional nuances and its nature within the context of the clinical relationship, as was partially at-
tempted in the first of the two studies [25]. Finally, following Hempel’s objection, the reliability issue should be addressed, both by examining the praecox feeling in a study population of a proper number of heterogeneous clinicians and by using standardized and reliable instruments.

**Conclusions**

At the end of the present discussion, we can affirm that Rümke’s praecox feeling represents both a dense theoretical concept and a powerful instrument that hides its complex and multifaceted nature behind an apparent simplicity.

It gives a name to a specific clinician’s experience that is elicited by an encounter with a patient suffering from a peculiar intersubjectivity disturbance that has been described as a specific dimension of schizophrenic autism. Since it belongs to the intersubjective field, it implies a clinician’s real attempt to establish contact with the patient.

It is not merely an expression for the immediacy of the clinician’s judgment. In fact, its early presentation seems to be a characteristic mainly dependent on the ability, typical of the experienced clinician, to rapidly typify a schizophrenic patient. It does include an objective element, which relies on the observation of the patient’s bodily and behavioral characteristics.

It seems to be reversible: it may not occur with treated patients or when, due to the disease progression, a symptomatic stabilization has been achieved. It is therefore a state-dependent experience, mostly related to the initial or acute states of the schizophrenic process.

All these characteristics probably account for the popularity of Rümke’s concept among psychopathologists who have studied, or are now studying, the phenomenology of schizophrenia. Indeed, despite its alternating fortunes, the praecox feeling seems to have never really lost its attractiveness.

Our analysis aimed at clarifying the conceptual nature of the praecox feeling, dwelling on its characteristics with a view to prompting a careful reconsideration of it. It ought not to be forgotten, however, that Rümke’s reflection should be included into a broader line of thought regarding the intersubjective phenomena in general and the clinician’s inner world in particular. As we have mentioned in the Introduction, Rümke was a psychiatrist and a psychoanalyst, and this double grounding actually places him at the intersection point of two rich traditions [43].

On the one hand, there is the psychoanalytic reflection on the transference-countertransference dynamics, which, beyond its primarily belonging to the psychotherapeutic process, should be considered also by psychiatrists as a potentially discriminating factor in the patient’s evaluation [44, 45]. On the other hand, there are the contributions coming from classical psychopathologists in the field of the diagnostic intuitive or empathic processes [29, 30, 46, 47], some of which have been introduced in this paper. A further examination of these conceptualizations, however, goes beyond the purpose of our discourse, and it can be referred to the recent literature on the subject [19–21, 43, 48, 49].

In conclusion, we think that a clear distinction between the intersubjective and the gestalt/objective pole might be helpful in the design of appropriate research strategies aimed at investigating the praecox feeling. Well-designed, thoughtful studies will serve to aid in scientifically verifying Rümke’s final claim: “The doctor’s internal attitude, induced by the patient, is a very sensitive diagnostic tool, and it would be helpful if we were more skilled in recognizing changes in our own internal attitude; it would certainly make us more self-confident in making diagnoses” [2] (p. 337).
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